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Ubu and the Grotesque 
Shifting from an Artistic to a Social Efficacy 
My first thought as I approach our contemporary production of Ubu Roi is the difficulty 
oftranslating its original mechanism of efficacy to the American stage in 2011. Ubu was built to 
shock audiences of 1896, but the content that shocked Jarry's Belle Epoque Parisian audience 
does not have the same effect on a contemporary American one. This obstacle became 
exceedingly clear in our first few company meetings, in which we held extensive debates on 
what would be the best word to use in the famous first line of the play. The main concern in 
these debates was that the original, "shiit," is no longer adequate. It is too familiar to us-we use 
it casually in our everyday lives to such an extent that it loses its force. Moreover, it is no longer 
a stranger to the theatrical setting-in a world where David Mamet is a popular playwright, no 
stage is too sacred for such a word. This issue is not limited to the force of the first line-it 
applies generally to the staging of grotesqueness in Ubu Raj. After all, we can turn on our 
television and watch shows like The Real Housewives of New Jersey or The Jersey Shore and 
allow ourselves to be shocked by the grotesque self-interest of those characters. Not to mention, 
the Republican debates for presidential candidacy seem more and more similar to reality 
television in their grotesqueness, as candidates become more notable for their bigoted Y ouTube 
memes than for their actual policies. In our culture, this grotesqueness has in many ways grown 
into a means for spectators to distance themselves from the problems in their society. By 
watching The Real Housewives of New Jersey and talking about how ridiculous and grotesque 
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those women are, I keep that grotesqueness at a comfortable distance from myself. Their 
grotesqueness becomes entertainment, which fictionalizes the very real aspects of American 
society's commercialized overconsumption that I don't want to associate myself with. They may 
look like shit, but I come off smelling like a rose. The efficacious shock value in our production 
of Ubu can come from the dismantling of this tendency of positioning ourselves as spectators of 
the grotesque and thus distancing ourselves from the danger of identifying with it. Jarry's 
original Ubu was purposefully distanced from the image of humanity-after all, it was a role 
written for a puppet and played by a man wearing both a face and a voice that were not his own. 
Within that inhuman framework, an Ubu whose grotesqueness comes from his essential, 
instinctual humanity forces the audience to realize that the grotesque exists in everyone, 
dramatizing the violent hypocrisy of our stubborn attempt to maintain personal distance with the 
images ofthe grotesque in contemporary American society. 
In 1896, Ubu's grotesqueness was purposely distanced from the audience-the play's 
efficacy as an artistic iconoclast depended on that very distance. Ubu was shocking precisely 
because he was someone audiences had never seen onstage and did not, in general, identify with. 
He represented the epitome of the grotesque in a frame referencing classical and well-made 
dramaturgy. It was this classical frame that reinforced Ubu's identity as an alien form-an 
outsider in the world of the spectators. After all, it is no coincidence that the plot of Ubu Roi 
resembles so closely that of Shakespeare's Macbeth (a wife convinces her husband to kill the 
king and ascend to the throne; he is driven to fight a war and eventually dethroned), and that the 
last scene of the original text contains a reference to Hamlet's dominion of Elsinore (Ubu Plays 
73). Additionally, the title references the Shakespearean tradition of naming a play after the king 
that is its central character, utilized by most of the histories as well as King Lear. By quoting 
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Shakespeare, Jarry ensures that his audience will think about Ubu in the tenns of well-made 
plays and Renaissance theatrical ideas. He furthers this gesture in the structure of Ubu, which is 
somewhat arbitrarily split into five acts, echoing the structure of all the Comedie Francaise-style 
well-made plays by Racine and Corneille. He thus frames the character ofUbu in the context of 
the English Renaissance and French Baroque theatrical legacy, setting up the expectation that 
Ubu will be the conventional tragic hero-in Aristotle's tenns, this means he will be "good," 
"appropriate," possess "likeness to human nature," and demonstrate "consistency" (Aristotle 
160). Needless to say, Ubu is none of these things. He is violent, malicious, sexually explicit, 
scatological, and extremely inconsistent. In the 1896 production of Ubu Roi at the Theatre de 
l'Oeuvre, it was this dissonance between references to the classical Western theatrical tradition 
(the Comedie Franc;:aise tradition in Paris) in the frame of Ubu and the immense grotesqueness in 
Ubu's character that led to the fabled uproar ofthe first official perfonnance, where the play was 
so contentious (and thus artistically efficacious) that "fist fights started in the orchestra" between 
the "two camps of desperately clapping enthusiasts and whistling scoffers" (Shattuck 208). He 
was effective precisely because he was so outside the scope ofnonnal1896 humanity-
represented in the play by the familiar Shakespearean references and the traditional theatrical 
frame. 
In addition to this, the mise-en-scene of Jarry's original production of Ubu Roi reinforced 
the image ofUbu as outside the scope of relatable humanity through gestures such as his mask, 
his accent, and his puppet-like movements. Jarry, in a famous letter to Aurelien Lugne-Poe (the 
director ofthe Theatre de l'Oeuvre and the original production of Ubu Roi), specifically 
demanded these and other mise-en-scene elements for Ubu in an attempt to defamiliarize the 
play for his audience, adding to the shock of the original production. In this letter, Jarry demands 
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"a mask for the principal role, Ubu" along with "the adoption of an 'accent' or better yet, a 
special 'tone of voice' for the principal character" (Selected Works 67-8). By covering Ubu's 
face and obscuring his voice, Jarry moved farther and farther away from presenting the human 
actor in his natural state. Moreover, Jarry cast a famous and recognizable actor of the period, 
Firmin Gemier, to perform the title role. The effect of this is similar to that of the deliberate 
Shakespearean frame-if the audience comes expecting to see the familiar face of their beloved 
Gemier and instead sees a giant, unfamiliar mask and hears a strange voice, the overall 
impression of strange and shocking unfamiliarity that Ubu leaves will be greater still. 
Additionally, in Jarry's pre-show speech (which was printed and distributed with the program), 
he further abstracted Ubu' s humanity further by introducing the idea that he was supposed to be 
"just a plain puppet" (76-8). After all, the character Ubu originally appeared in a puppet play on 
which J arry collaborated when he was even younger, Les Polonais (though at that time Ubu was 
still called Hebe) (Shattuck 191). This concept ofUbu as a puppet rather than a human continued 
to be a big part of Jarry's staging. Later in his pre-show speech, he announced that "a few actors 
have agreed to lose their own personalities during two consecutive evenings by performing with 
masks over their faces so that they can mirror the mind and soul of the man-sized marionettes 
that [the audience was] about to see" (76-8). Here, Jarry ensures even before the play starts that 
the audience will not see Ubu as a human like them, but as something inorganiC and apart from 
them, with the mind and soul of a puppet. Without a human personality supplied by Gemier, Ubu 
must be something decidedly inhuman-and thus something with which 1896 audience cannot 
relate. This increases the shock this audience experiences at seeing something so new and 
unapproved in their otherwise statically Realist theatrical tradition. 
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Although the efficacy of the 1896 production of Ubu the King relied on this very 
defamiliarization of Ubu, it becomes problematic in a contemporary setting. In 1896, the primary 
goal of Ubu was to challenge the expectations of traditionalist French theatergoers. Jarry did so 
by staging an Ubu that was extremely inhuman when most other theatres were staging Realist 
plays containing humans that were true-to-life. Thus, the fact that the audience could not 
associate with Ubu made his grotesque presence on their stage in a familiar frame all the more 
shocking. Today, however, the play's importance lies not in its artistic argument but in its social 
applications. As Jarry said in 1896, Ubu represents "everything in the world that is grotesque" 
(Selected Works 76-8). His grotesqueness comes from his ruthless, murderous self-interest, 
overconsumption, and desire for instant gratification-attributes that are exceedingly relevant to 
issues like the contemporary American economic crisis and the increasingly hegemonic 
influence this country has in developing nations. Many Americans (myself included) tend to 
exploit certain caricatures and non-human images in the media as scapegoats in an effort to save 
ourselves from having to take responsibility for the ways in which we each perpetuate or support 
these American traits, whether behaviorally or economically. In pop culture and mass media, 
these scapegoats are typically the grotesque caricatures of demographic-based archetypes on 
reality television shows (i.e. The Jersey Shore or Flavor of Love). Additionally, although we 
don't always like to admit it, we take pleasure in watching extremist politicians such as Michele 
Bachmann exhibit their own special brand of grotesque, self-interested bigotry for the same 
reasons-they become our scapegoat I , and then we don't have to admit that we are buying into 
grotesquely self-interested and overconsumptive American tendencies in our everyday lives, 
I This term does not imply that our objects of scapegoating are not grotesque, but simply refers 
to our relinquishing of our culpability onto these objects. Michele Bachmann and Ubu are both 
extremely grotesque, but the process of considering them the source of all grotesqueness is a 
dangerous one. 
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every time we buy a Diet Coke or drive a car. This escape from the reality of our own economic 
and commercial grotesqueness is available to us precisely because our scapegoat figures are 
unrealistic caricatures of themselves. They are not humans in the same way that we are humans. 
Consequently, we can relegate them to the comfortable status of having nothing to do with us. 
The grotesque elements in the world become their problem so we do not have to face the truth: 
that they are ours as well. An Ubu that is staged as inhuman thus robs the play of all its active 
social efficacy in the contemporary context. IfUbu is not relatable for the audience, then he is 
simply another defamiliarized, uber-grotesque character that can relieve us of our own sense of 
responsibility by absorbing all the evil in the world. A defamiliarized Ubu becomes a singular 
character rather than an expression of universal, deeply human grotesqueness-we can associate 
him with our real-life scapegoats and leave the theatre feeling good about ourselves. 
We can see a model for this tendency within the text of Ubu Roi itself; the People, despite 
their frequent comments against Ubu's grotesqueness, support him because it remains in their 
o~n best interest. They can ease their conscience by talking about what a cowardly pig he is, but, 
in the end, they support his murderous overconsumption because their association with him 
brings them economic prosperity. This is most visible in Act 2 Scene 6, when Ubu gives the 
people gold. Instead of questioning the source of the economic surplus or demonstrating any sort 
of loyalty to the foully murdered King Wenceslaus, the people simply praise Ubu, saying they 
"never saw half as much gold during the reign of Wenceslaus" (Ubu the King 20). He has taken 
the throne by violence, caused the death of three people including a child (two children in the 
original), and now, as King, he is promoting violence among the people for his own 
entertainment; still, the people celebrate him because they are experiencing short-term economic 
benefits. He even warns them in the moment that they will be paying the money back in taxes, 
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but their grotesque self-interest damages their foresight. Still, in the parts of the play in which the 
people suffer (from Act 3 Scene 2 onward), they focus on his grotesqueness, accepting none of 
the blame for supporting his short-sighted, violent political and economic decisions earlier in the 
play. In the end, the People back Buggerlaus instead of Papa Ubu, with no acknowledgment of 
the self-interested process that brought them to that political decision. Moreover, in our script, 
they use People's Mic (11 la Occupy Wall Street), chanting about democracy while supporting the 
same violent patterns that put them in this poor position in the first place, but this time against 
the Papa Ubu they once praised. Papa Ubu becomes a scapegoated symbol of violence, injustice, 
and grotesque self-interest for the hypocritical People, and they seem to forget that they enabled 
his grotesque economic decisions while they were still experiencing economic prosperity. 
Thanks to the scapegoated Ubu, they feel no blame, learn nothing, and seem bound to repeat 
their self-destructive pattern of grotesqueness. This is the very scapegoating mechanism that the 
audience can use on Ubu ifhe fails to be relatable as a human. 
Instead, an Ubu who expresses grotesqueness in terms that are essentially human and 
universally relatable could help us develop an honest awareness and understanding of our own 
involvement in the grotesque, self-interested overconsumption of American culture on the global 
stage. If Ubu's grotesqueness grows from his most instinctual, biological humanity, the audience 
will not have room to deny that some part of that grotesqueness exists in them. Moreover, if the 
spectator identifies with Ubu rather than with the People, he or she can see the fault in the 
hypocritical scapegoating that the People perform, and perhaps relate it to a similar tendency in 
their own society. In order for our production to have that effect, my Ubu's self-interested, 
violent, grotesque actions all have to grow out of his essential identity as a human. 
Ubu is the Essential Human 
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Ubu is the ultimate human character from a biological standpoint-he is all body and 
pure id. Ubu is exceedingly fat; therefore, his body takes up lots of visual and textual space. His 
sheer mass makes it impossible to ignore his corporality. Moreover, his obesity is a function of 
his obsession with food, a quality that is directly related to one of the basest, most biological 
survival instincts humans have. Throughout Ubu Roi, Ubu expresses his moods in relation to 
food, hunger, and digestion. Ubu is pissed off or upset when he is hungry or has indigestion, and 
happy when he is well fed. Many of his grotesque actions derive from his instinctual hunger 
drive-his violence comes from the overindulgence of the survival-based need for food, one that 
is undeniably and essentially human. It is no scientific marvel that Ubu thinks with his stomach, 
either-rather than making him a unique, unfamiliar source of evil, this idea actually fits with 
contemporary human neuroscience research. According to a New York Times Article written by 
Sandra Blakeslee in 1996, there is a "lesser but vitally important" brain in the gut "known as the 
enteric nervous system" (Blakeslee 1). This "gut brain" is "a network of neurons, 
neurotransmitters, and proteins" which "act independently, learn, remember and, as the saying 
goes, produce gut feelings" (1). It interacts in a very close relationship with the brain in our 
heads, responding to stimuli with direct bodily response rather than conscious thought. We can 
think ofUbu as having a highly developed enteric nervous system; that is why digestion and 
hunger lead his actions. He literally thinks with his stomach and his intestines, a process that all 
humans share to some extent through their enteric nervous system. 
The hunger component ofUbu's corporeal nature fits into a larger concept in the 
construction of his character: Ubu as id incarnate. The Oxford English Dictionary defines id as 
"the inherited instinctual impulses of an individual;" the concept comes from the work of 
Sigmund Freud, whose early writings were contemporaneous with Jarry's. The id is, in theory, 
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an expression of individual nature rather than of culture and society; it is definitively instinctual 
and inherited, making it a function of the natural hard-wired body and brain. Id is the animal 
within us, as opposed to the superego, or the conscience-like voice of social beleif. Id is 
something that we all share-it is a function of our humanity and our biology, whereas superego 
is a subjective function of the cultural information we grow up with and the things our parents 
teach us. Ubu, by associating the grotesque with his absolute expression of natural id rather than 
with some kind of essentialized individual evil, makes it more difficult for us to distance 
ourselves from the violence associated with his id behavior. 
Ubu expresses his overwhelming id-awareness in both his survival drives and his 
resultant social desires; his hunger, sexual appetite, greed, and desire for power are all functions 
of his id. Not surprisingly, these are the traits that would comprise any summary of Ubu's 
character-all of his actions derive from his base instinctual drives and desires. Even his 
greed and his desire for power, which seem to be functions of the social as opposed to the 
natural, can be traced back to base id-related animalistic drives. In the second scene of the play, 
when Mama Ubu sets the action in motion by convincing Ubu to murder King Wenceslaus, one 
of the only three things she offers as bait to coerce him is food-she says, "you can eat all the 
sausages you want," and this seems like enough of a reason for him to commit murder (Ubu the 
King 3). Even his political success before Wenceslaus' murder is a function of his natural 
instincts-he is successful in his country in the first place because of his military prowess, a fact 
which we gain from the scene in which Wenceslaus names him "Count of Crapulosity" for his 
"numerous services as Captain of Dragoons," a military order (8). In the battle scenes later in the 
play, we can see clearly that this military success comes from an extreme articulation of the 
natural fight-or-flight response. Ubu's warfare is extremely instinctual and self-interested; he 
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spends the entirety of each battle in the play either running away or "tear[ing his enemies] to 
pieces," as the stage directions continually indicate (Ubu Plays 57). Thus, his one successful skill 
in society is, in essence, a function of his id, as the instinctual nature offight-or-flight groups his 
military prowess with the rest of the id-drives. To emphasize the idea that Ubu is pure id, Ubu 
Cocu depicts Ubu's superego, or conscience, as a physically separate character from Ubu, which 
he keeps in a suitcase and hardly ever consults (79). Later in the play, Ubu's id even drives him 
to attempt violence against his embodied superego for getting in the way of his desires, 
emphasizing the irrelevance of the concept of superego in Ubu's character. Because the ego's 
function is to mediate the id and the superego, Ubu's lack of superego implies a lack of ego as 
well, leaving only id as a factor in his decision-making. Ubu is, in essence, id incarnate. 
Actor Applications of an Instinctual Ubu 
A reading ofUbu as pure id provides very clear active motivations for each ofUbu's 
seemingly absurd actions. When thinking ofUbu as a man ruled by instinctual, natural drives, 
the actor is free from the trap of "playing absurdity" and from limiting judgments of the 
character's actions. No matter the inhuman elements tacked onto Ubu, such as Jarry's original 
concept of the actor playing Ubu wearing a mask, putting on a strange voice, and moving like a 
puppet, the actor within those absurd mise-en-scene elements must rely on that which is, in the 
biological sense, most human. Where playing an abstract idea of absurdity can weaken the 
contrast between words and meaning or between situation and action that make absurd things 
funny, a consideration of the instinctual, corporeal humanity necessitates extreme and immediate 
choices based on biological impulses. Ubu shits in the middle of a scene (as he does in our 
staging after the first line of the play) not because he is disgusting or absurd, but because his 
extreme id drives him to fulfill body-related impulses with determination and immediacy. He 
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cannot deny the need of his gut brain. When he is hungry in Act 1 Scene 2, that hunger is not a 
mere trifle-it is his legitimate driving force for the scene, and everything he does in that scene 
and the following is to ensure that he gets to eat his fair share of the food (Ubu the King 4-7). 
Only once he has eaten his fill and protected the rest of his food from the Palcontents can he 
fulfill the actual purpose of the dinner he is giving by asking Bordure to help him kill King 
Wenceslaus. After only a few words of that conversation have passed, Mama Ubu returns. Upon 
seeing his "exquisite shiite pile," Ubu's sex drive kicks in, causing him to shift objectives-he 
dismisses Bordure abruptly in order to set himself up to act on that instinct as quickly as 
possible. This sequence ofUbu's bodily impulse leading to immediate action is just one example 
of many; being id incarnate, Ubu cycles through his sex, hunger, and excretive drives, basing 
most of his actions on those natural impulses. For the actor, this necessitates rapid, strong 
switches that are based less in complex logic or politics and more in these impulsive extremes. 
Moreover, these impulses are the most powerful when considered as Ubu's objectives rather than 
his obstacles. Though his base physical impulses may be perceived as social obstacles, Ubu 
defines his wants and needs by them; they are the real goals, and the social factors such as the 
limitations of social hierarchy and a greedy economy constrain his active pursuit of those goals. 
Additionally, Ubu's fight-or-flight instinctual drive can help the actor understand how to 
play the battle scenes, all of which are filled with extreme shifts between an Ubu that cowers in 
fear and one that fights ruthlessly. Considering those scenes as a dramatization of the fight-or-
flight instinct, this is the same Ubu. In Act 2 Scene 3, for example, when BuggerJaus is killing 
Ubu's men, he is paralyzed by fear. Faced with a vengeful Buggerlaus, his instincts tell him to 
flee instead of fight. He screams, "Let me out of here!" and runs to a safer place on the stage 
(Ubu the King 16). When all his men are down, his instinct drives him to fight instead-the actor 
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can imagine a fast internal shift using the same intensity of energy. A good image for the actor is 
rerouting the energy that is manifesting in his gut as fear and experiencing it instead as 
adrenaline before the kill. In the big battle with the Russians in Act 4 Scene 3, this idea serves to 
assure the actor that Ubu is never faking fear or forcing bravery-every switch he makes is 
complete and without hesitation, because each one comes from the fight-or-flight instinct in his 
gut brain. This understanding allows the actions to hold some kind of accessible logic, making 
them playable. Moreover, as with the other impulses, it necessitates huge, quick, uncompromised 
switches based on taking the same energy the actor is expressing in fear and allowing it to morph 
into aggression. With this understanding ofUbu's fear/aggression switches, every action 
becomes about survival-thus, every action is essentially human and accessible for the audience. 
Conclusion 
Not only does a biological instinct approach to Ubu clarify for the actor many difficult 
logical moments in the script, but it also makes it possible for the audience to identify with every 
one ofUbu's actions. His grotesque self-interest, his overconsumption, and his violent need for 
instant gratification all grow out of biological needs and survival impulses that every human 
shares. Ubu is not exceptional, but instead an accentuation of aspects that exist in all of us: our id 
and our enteric nervous system. No matter the ways in which the mise-en-scene might obscure 
my natural humanity as an actor-with a fat suit, with makeup, with a strange accent-Ubu's 
humanity, rather than his strangeness, will come through. The audience can grow to love him 
because they can identify with him; he is familiar. They can acknowledge the aspects of the 
grotesque that he emphasizes within themselves. Hopefully, in the end, they will be able to see 
the way the People use Ubu as a scapegoat to whom they can attribute all the grotesqueness in 
their society, causing the spectators to reflect on this dangerous tendency in their own American 
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society. Ubu's grotesqueness will not provide another escape for them, like the inhuman 
Ubuesque characters in contemporary American reality television and political pop culture. 
Instead, he will cause them to embrace an awareness of their own implication in the American 
overconsumption and violent self-interest in the global economy. The '''Savage God'" of our 
Ubu is not simply scandal and artistic lawlessness, but an intolerance for scapegoating and social 
hypocrisy (Melzer 118). Only an Ubu that represents our essential, common humanity can 
support such a socially efficacious contemporary American production. 
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Post-Show Reflection 
Sitting on the other side of Ubu, when I'm not sleeping off all the physical effort I 
expended during production, I am incredibly grateful that this could be my last experience in the 
Columbia/Barnard Theatre department. It turned out to be the perfect culmination of my actor 
education. To some extent, I expected to feel this way; after all, most of the work I've done in 
productions at Barnard has been extremely physical, outside-in work. Nevertheless, a lot of my 
coursework has focused on more inside-out, naturalistic acting, especially in my classes with 
Wendy, Becky, and Charise. I think, more than anything, working on Ubu proved to me that 
those techniques really are different ways of getting at the same thing. I realized in rehearsals for 
this project that they are more integrated than I thought. It is more like a cycle-whether I start 
outside or inside, in order to construct a nuanced and complex performance, I have to do both. 
That is to say, if I take on a gesture or shape to define my character rather than allowing my 
feelings to define my shape, it is an outside-in method-but it then informs my inner life and 
feeds back through my gestural language. Outside-in becomes inside-out; the feedback loop is 
never-ending. In order to build Ubu, I had to trust my own personal visceral experience of the 
text, the scenario, and the other characters just as much as I had to invent Ubuesque gestures to 
take on. This understanding gives me more freedom to trust my own responses even when 
playing someone who is far from me in type. Moreover, if someone such as my director suggests 
a shape or specific gesture for me to put on, I don't have to worry about making it look 
organic-if it is dramaturgically viable and a good choice for me, it will work its way into my 
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experiential-physical feedback loop. If not, I can trust that it is not the right choice. I noticed this 
particularly with the "Wild W -East" ann cross gesture that Sharon gave me to use over and over. 
In the first rehearsal it felt foreign and stale, but by the end, thanks to Charise's suggestions 
about it, it actually helped me figure out that I was thinking too fast for Ubu at many points in 
the show. What started as an exterior gesture infonned my inner life by making me slower and 
stupider, which then filled the gesture and slowed my tempo in certain parts of the play. Going 
forward, it is comforting to know that my training is unified in this way-the naturalistic, 
simplifying work I am doing integrates with the experimental, physical, outside-in training I've 
done to give me an endless number of great options as an actor. 
The other valuable rehearsal infonnation this process solidified for me is the importance 
of having focused fun with a free imagination. In Chekhov class, Becky Guy always used to say 
to us, "What do you imagine? Do it." Although it sounded pretty, I never fully understood what 
that meant for me until now. I think it's important for the hard work and the being-hard-on-
myself to come and go before I go into the rehearsal room-as long as I have a solid idea of the 
story, as long as I've done my research and thought about my verbs and broken up my beats, I 
can go into rehearsal without worrying about doing things well or correctly. My best work came 
about when I was working too quickly and having too much fun to self-judge. I remember our 
first rehearsal for the big battle scene (4.3}--swept up by momentum and terrified of having to 
think of ideas for how the physical fight would actually take place, I went in and mimed ripping 
Bordure's beating heart out of his chest. And then I ate it. I did this because I felt so daunted by 
the task in front of me that I gave up trying to do something good, and instead I did the first thing 
that I imagined. It was a bit of actor surrendering-the moment I gave up the idea of making the 
right choice, the instant I said, "Damnit, I've got nothing, so I'm just going to do this crazy thing 
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instead," I was free from my self-judgment enough to do exactly what I imagined, no matter how 
outlandish. I didn't think, "How are we possibly going to stage me ripping out his heart?" I just 
did it-and although we changed the heart to an eye to fit in a King Lear reference, the gesture 
actually made it into the show. It was clear proof to me that it is not my job as an actor to decide 
what is good or possible-my job is to do the preparatory work and then to play, to do exactly 
what I imagine, without allowing my judgment of my own work cut off my ideas. I can take 
myself as seriously as I want in preparation for the rehearsal, but within it, I have to let go. 
I am really proud of my work in Ubu, and it was some of the most fun I have ever had in 
rehearsal and performance. I am convinced that those two things are intimately related. I love 
how fully I got to exercise my knowledge of movement and my penchant for gestural 
"choreography" while retaining enough spontaneity to be able to generate large chunks of 
improvisational text and make them different every night. It was an amazing challenge for my 
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Textual Research: Facts and Questions 
Facts - organized chronologically as the play reveals them (with inferences in italics) 
• Poland does not exist -- " ... that is to say, nowhere" (pg. 1). I gain a sense offreedom 
from this, because Ubu does not purport to be a real character subject to the laws of a 
real nation with real needs and a real political system. Therefore, some of my questions 
about the role of certain political concerns become unanswerable save with the rules set 
forth by the world of play-Poland, "that is to say, nowhere. " 
• Ubu smells. 
• Ubu is capable of real physical violence. 
• Ubu successfully kills people in battle. 
• At the beginning of the play, Ubu claims he is content. Ubu is content. 
• Ubu is Captain of the Dragoons, con-man to King Wenceslaus, and ex-King of Aragon at 
the beginning of the play. 
• Ubu used to be the King of Aragon (Spain). 
• It is Mama Ubu who comes up with the idea to overthrow Wenceslaus. 
• All it takes to get Ubu to change his mind is money, sausages, and a coach (ie. money). 
Money is more important to Ubu than nationalism or loyalty or people. 
• Ubu is aware of his own fat. (pg. 4) 
• Bordure covers for Ubu's betrayal in Act 1 Scene 5. 
• Wenceslaus drinks in the morning. 
• Ubu perfonns numerous services as Captain of Dragoons-enough to get rewarded. 
• The people of Poland pray to God and St. Nicholas. This makes them Christian. 
• There are bullets and swords in this war. 
• Ubu admits when he is scared. 
• Ubu is an adventurer. 
• No one knows where Ubu comes from. 
• The one reason provided that the people would rebel is ifUbu refused to distribute gold. 
Everyone cares about money like Ubu, if not as much as he does. 
• Ubu thinks it's fun when people crack open their skulls fighting over taxes. 
• Ubu experiences joy when people say "Long live Papa Ubu!" 
• Ubu basically predicts the whole play on the bottom of page 15 . He is somewhat self-
aware. 
• Ubu isn't just violent for the sake of violence. (pg. 17) 
• Ubu can't count. (pg. 18) 
• Ubu puts phynances on the level of controlling the weather. We can assume that both 
systems are equally foggy for him-no pun intended. Also, Ubu views himself as able to 
control global systems like weather-he is like God. 
• Ubu warns Mama against robbing him. He anticipates her behavior. 
• Ubu is "the Bastard king." (pg. 25) 
• Ubu ignores Nicholas Rensky's warning. He only responds to/listens to information that 
directly serves him and his desires. 
• Ubu thinks the only things he has to take responsibility for as king are his own 
actions/ decisions. 
• Ubu abandons his anny without apparent hesitation. 
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• Ubu knows the Pater Noster. 
• Ubu says the Pater Noster in vernacular, not Latin. 
• Ubu has a problem with indigestion. 
• Ubu thinks Mama is "the last ofthe frumps." He says she is ugly. 
• It takes Ubu two pages to go from "I really don't envy that crown" to wanting to become 
the Master of Phynance in Paris. 
• The Ubus have "old friends" in France. 
Questions (answers in italics-not absolute answers, but the ones I've chosen for this process) 
• Is Ubu the product of himself or of a system? Ubu is a product of a hypocritical system 
constraining pure id. 
• Why are there no checks and balances on Ubu's political decisions? Why no protest? 
Why no opposition? People say he is an idiot, but they allow him to be their leader. 
o BUT The success of his reign and perpetuation of his actions is the product/result 
of a system in that there is no room for opposition built into a monarchy. The king 
is the king, and that is that, unless his line is overthrown by force. There are no 
real consequences to killing the king, because he who rules rules. 
• Ultimately, this doesn't matter. What does is that people don't 
question/resist him because his reign introduces what seems like an 
economic boom-they benefit, so they are happy. 
• How is the above analogous to our contemporary American example? The Clinton/Bush 
administration and the boom leading to a bust now-and only now are civilians 
protesting the structure of the economic system-faults ofOWS. 
• What does Ubu mean? 
o It is a palindrome, making it seem not only silly but foolish and useless. It starts 
where it begins. There is no change by the end of it. 
• When people die in this world (such as when they die laughing), is it real? Do they 
remain dead? Sometimes people die for good. When Ubu says he is dead, it is him being 
dramaticlbelieving himself to be dead in a moment of cowardice. 
• What denomination of Christianity are these Poles? 
o They seem to be Catholic. 
• When is this play set? Does it have a time-setting? Our version is contemporary. 
• Is Ubu even ethnically Polish? Does he look/sound like the rest of the people in the play? 
Ubu is a foreigner in the play. He is American in our version. 
• When did Ubu come to Wenceslaus' Poland? He came there after fleeingfrom Kuba a 
few years ago (5-8 or so). 
• What are the Dragoons? Is it a particular subset of the army? A special order that is 
particularly fearsome, like the Black Watch in Scotland. 
• How much time passes between 2.4 and 2.5? A few days. 
• What kind of an economic system is this? Why does Ubu have to distribute food and 
wealth? It is a capitalist system; Ubu is distributing wealth in stimulus packages. 
• Has Ubu always thought Bordure was a lunatic? When did he decide? Bordure is a 
lunatic because he wants Ubu to keep giving away more and more money-he gives away 
that whole bag of gold to one person during the people scene! Also, he wants financial 
compensation, which is a crazy thought. 
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• What is the debraining machine? An actual machine that rips people's brains out in 
Ubu's world. More symbolically, it represents the manipulative capitalist media and 
advertising that rips people's wallets out. 
• Does Ubu follow the traditional structure of tragedy? Is it a tragedy? No-the tragic 
frame serves a specific referential purpose in the original 1896 intent of the play. 
a anti-hero 
a no "good qualities" to serve as the basis for hamartia 
a anagnorisis? (probably not) 
a peripeteia-yes, from high to higher to low towards high (France) 
a catharsis-no 
• Is Ubu' s multiple phrasings a spoof on euphuism? Yes. 
• How often is Ubu trying to sound smart? For whom? Whenever he uses euphuism; first 
for the people around him to believe he is a good leader, and eventually for his own ego 
(but only because the society values such expertise in a leader). 
• Is Ubu religious in the beginning of the play at all? No. 
• Do the Ubus have sex often? Yes. 
• Why is Phynances misspelled? Because Ubu is stupid. 
• Why does Buggerlaus say Papa Ubu is gone? (pg. 26) Because he is off at war. 
• Does Ubu fake injury for personal gain in battle, or is it all just overreacting? It is all just 
overreacting. Ubu is not that smart. 
• Is "a piece of fuck" ever a compliment? (pg. 33) Yes, absolutely. 
• Is Mama honest when she says she has never been unfaithful? (pg. 34) No. 
• When does Ubu's holy phase begin? The moment he decides to pray during the 
boardroom scene. 
• Is Ubu being ironic when he says "Beauty and Truth?" Or does he really consider himself 
"Beauty?" He does. 
• Does Ubu actually use violence on Mama on page 37? Would he? 
a She doesn't take his threats seriously for the rest of the play, but he is obviously 
capable of violence. 
a He comes very close to using violence on her-he would, but it has to be violence 
that is inherently pleasurable for him. It's more like a sex game. 
• What makes Pile and Cotice come back? They are against the incoming regime-self-
interest makes them come back. 
• Where are the Ubus from? Spain? France? Brooklyn and New Jersey 
Character Analysis (Charise Greene's Questionnaire) 
Objective Analysis 
1. What does your character say of himself? 
• "I'm fat enough to be seen." (1.3) 
• "Of course I'm content." (1.1) 
• "My ass is as good as the next guy's." (1.1) 
• "Poor me," (over and over again) 
• "I am fearless." (4.4) 
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• "I knew this excellent administration couldn't possibly make a mistake." (4.3) 
• "I have displayed the greatest valor." (4.4) 
• "the magnanimous virtue ofthe Master ofPhynances" (4.5) 
• "Very great" (4.6) 
2. What do other characters say of your character? 
• Mama: "What a pig you are" (1.1) 
• Mama: "At last you are a man." (1.1, after he agrees to kill Wenceslaus) 
• Mama: "wretched little rat" (1.1) 
• Mama: "he's a tough nut to crack" (1.1) 
• Mama: "You turd." (1.2) 
• Mama: "He's an imbecile." (1.3) 
• Mama: "You pig!" (1.3) 
• Coccyx: "You stinker, Papa Ubu, you're a traitor!" (1.3) 
• Giron: "Scum." (1.3) 
• Palcontents: "Bastard." (1.3) 
• Bordure: "You stink, Papa Ubu ... " (1.4) 
• Mama says I "never" wash. (1.4) 
• Mama: "You big P.U." (1.4) 
• Wenceslaus says I performed "numerous services as Captain of Dragoons," a 
military order. (1.5) 
• Buggerlaus: "What an ass." (1.5) 
• Palcontents: "What a swine!" (1.6) 
• Palcontents: "The traitor! The coward! The scaly, scurvy scum! Son of a bitch!" 
(1.6) 
• Ladislaus: "It was Spidennan!" (2.1) 
• Buggerlaus: "Spidennan! He"s more like Spittleman! He can't stop the drool 
from leaking from his Muggle mouth!" (2.1) 
• Wenceslaus: "Noble Papa Ubu" (2.2) 
• Wenceslaus: "Wretch!" (2.2) 
• Buggerlaus: "the miserable louse" (2.3) 
• Buggerlaus: "A vulgar Papa Ubu, an adventurer in a Spiderman suit, coming 
from no one knows where, a lard ass toad, a stinking bum! ... this villain had 
no more shame than to gut him like a salmon at a sushi bar!" (2.3) 
• Rosamund: "dreadful Papa Ubu" (2.3) 
• Wenceslaus: "tenacious turd" (2.3} 
• Mama: "Swine." (2.5) 
• People: "We never saw half as much gold during the reign of Wenceslaus. 
Long live Papa Ubu!" (2.6) 
• People: "Our noble sovereign." (2.6) 
• MC: "Overfed, constipated, and horny" (3.1) 
• Mama: "Listen to mewst !his once." (3.1) 
• Mama implies that he is unrestrained, base, and ferocious. (3.2) 
• Mama: "You're so bloodthirsty." (3.2) 
• Mama says it'll be a riot to watch him administer justice himself. (3.2) 
• Me: "Our red-and-blue hero." (3.3) 
• MC: "the terrorizing tyrant" (3.5) 
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• Bordure: "vile" (3.5) 
• Mama Ubu: "What an idiot." (3.6) 
• Mama Ubu: "You coward." (3.7) 
• Mama Ubu: "Awe, how handsome he is with his breast plate and his helmet. You 
would think he was an armed pumpkin." (3.7) 
• Mama Ubu: "He's really an imbecile." (3.7) 
• Mama Ubu: "fat fool" (3.8) 
• Buggerlaus: "The old fiend." (4.1) 
• Buggerlaus: "horrible" (4.1) 
• Palcontents: "God save our Papa Ubu, our fantastic Phynancier." (4.3) 
• Palcontents: "Wanker," "twat," "dufus," "buggerly coward," "ass face," "ass 
bag," "ass wipe," "disgusting," "pig" (4.4-4.5) 
• Mama Ubu: "That great, fat turd" (5.1) 
• Mama Ubu: "My imbecile Ubu. I mean to say my esteemed husband." (5.1) 
• Mama Ubu as apparition: "a great fat man" (5.1) 
• Mama Ubu says he performed terrible sins. (5.1) 
• Mama: "asstard," "cuckoo" (5.1) 
• Buggerlaus: "You useless Ubu! You yucky, euphemist yahoo!" (5.2) 
• Palcontents: "Imbecile," "jackass" (5.4) 
• Mama Ubu calls him erudite (5.4) 
3. What does the playwright say of your character? 
• Jarry modeled Ubu after M. Hebert, his high school physics teacher, saying that 
he "represented for him everything in the world that is grotesque" (Melzer 115). 
Within our script itself, Jarry says nothing about Ubu-there is no character 
description. However, we can see all of Jarry's behavior in his later life and career 
as things he said about Ubu, as he grew to take on a sort ofUbu persona. Included 
in this is the fact that he carried a gun everywhere and shot into hedges at random, 
his stubborn use of the royal we in his own life, and the famous story about his 
description of the chocolate dessert at his friend's dinner party as being the breast 
of "the giant Negress of the carnival in the Place du Torne," made from "the milk 
of Madame Fontaine ... , who, as the whole countryside knows, sleeps with her 
goat. .. " (Melzer 119). The similarities between this kind of humor and logic and 
Ubu's in his most erudite moments are inspiring. 
4. Write a biography of your character written from the earliest memory to the moment the 
play begins. Be sure to include events in your life that have a definitive effect on your 
behavior in the playas well as those events that are referred to in the play: 
• Papa Ubu is a mysterious adventurer-no one knows where he came from 
originally. He was once king of Kuba, but now he serves in a special force of the 
iRaqi (Wild Eastern) army as Captain of Dragoons. Additionally, he is decorated 
with the order of iRaq. He fights well enough for King Wenceslaus to hold him in 
high esteem, although his fellow soldiers think he is disgusting. He is married to 
Mama Ubu, who was with him at least since his rule in Kuba, and possibly longer. 
5. How do you differ from your character? Outside and inside? 
• I am much skinnier than my character. 
• I am younger than Ubu. 
• I do not fight in wars-I have never killed anyone, and I don't think I could. 
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• I have never been King, nor would I want to be. 
• I am not married. 
• I am gay. 
• I am Jewish; Ubu is a Christian. 
• I do not care about accumulating money for money's sake like Ubu does. 
• I do not value punishment as Ubu does. 
• I generally try to keep my word to my friends. 
• I don't pretend to know things that I don't know. 
6. How do you resemble the character? Outside and inside? 
• I am afraid of extreme violence. I would probably cower in the face of a war. 
• Sex is very important to me. I like to have it often. 
• I really like eating, and I think about food a lot. 
• I value my morning poops, and I am very much in touch with my digestive 
system. I have been known to talk about it out loud. 
• I fart at night. 
• I like sounding like I know what I'm talking about. 
• I can be a know-it-all. 
7. "Real life" people who resemble your character? 
• Peter Griffin 
• Charles Laughton (esp. in Henry VIII) 
• Tony Soprano (James Gandolfini) 
• my high school French teacher Danny Lawrence, but only when he is eating 
• my father, when he is eating and talking at the same time 
• my brother, when he is farting or talking about his poop 
8. List relationships your character has with other characters: 




loves Marna Ubu? 
works with Bordure and the Pa1contents-no real feelings for them unless it 
serves him 
works for Wenceslaus until he is dead 
• enemies with Buggerlaus 
9. What are the character's prejudices? How do they affect career and relationships? 
• Ubu has no specific prejudices. He might be prejudiced against women, but our 
Ubu cannot be if Mama Ubu is the ideological state apparatus to his ideology 
(Hana's idea). 
10. Words and/or phraseology that are typical for your character: 
• "By my cockadoodle," "By my Phynancial hook," "By my money hatchet" 
(linking his penis to money) 
• Ass, fuck, blasthole, shit, etc. 
• Saying the same thing three different ways (euphuisms) 
• "I'm dead!" or variations of that idea 
• "You're fired." 
• "Madame of my shiit." 
• "the Master of Phynances" referring to himself; the royal we 
• "Twisting of the neck and teeth, and extraction of the tongue." 
11. List the principal physical objects your character uses: 
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• his cockadoodle 
• his crown 
• his shiit scepter 
• his doll 
• food 
12. Physical actions that the script calls for your character to use: 
• ripping people apart, exploding people, tearing into people 
• having sex 
• torturing 



























17. List 5 abstract concepts your character most values: 
• survival 
• instant gratification 
18. What is the character's motivating drive throughout the play? 
• He wants to kill the king, make money, eat a lot, have sex, kill everyone, and run 
away. 
19. What inner need is he attempting to satisfy through his actions and objectives? 
• His base needs: hunger, sex drive, digestive system, fight or flight, need to sleep. 
20. What need underlies the struggle for the superobjective? 
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1) How do you think of yourself: Good looking, kind, intelligent, good, kind, generous, 
clever, stupid, inferior, neat, untidy, too fat, too thin, etc.? 
I am fat and sexy-I take up an astonishing amount of space, which means I am 
important. I am noble and hilarious and exceedingly eloquent. I am fearless. I am the only honest 
person I know. I am definitely not tidy, though I never give that any thought-I live in a mess, 
and it doesn't bother me one bit. I take pride in my moustache-it is always perfectly curled. 
Otherwise, I don't wash, and I don't care. 
2) Who is your private audience? Be honest and explicit. 
I am not aware of any private audience-everything I say I would say to anyone-and I 
do. I like taking on the vocabulary of my social surroundings and inserting my ideas into their 
forrnulation-I like being good at playing their game, which I am. 
3) What are your prejudices? 
I have no prejudices. I treat everyone with an equal amount of contempt unless they are 
doing something that directly serves me. 
4) What do you think of the people you corne across in the play: Are they kind? Stupid? Mean? 
Out to get you? Shrewd? Trusting? Loving? Answer this for each character 
you corne across. 
Everyone is stupid and only cares about their own interests, just like me. I am better than 
them because at least I tell the truth about it. 
Marna Ubu is smart-she has good ideas that usually lead to me getting fed and making 
money. Sometimes, though, she's too careful, and I don't trust her as far as I can throw her. And 
have you seen her fat ass? I certainly cannot throw that bitch very far. She sure is sexy though-
but I better watch my ass around her. Oh, and boy, is she a nag. 
King Wenceslaus is nice but who cares-he's in the way. Plus, he's weak. 
Buggerlaus is a rude brat. He gets whatever he wants and he still whines about it. 
Ladislaus is like a fly on my windshield. 
Rosamund is a dumb bitch, but she has nice tits. 
The Pal contents are all out for themselves, but I like them when they are serving me. 
(When our interests align, we are almost friends!) 
Bordure is a lunatic! He is good at what he does, but he is too focused on making the 
people happy-he doesn't understand that all I want to do is make a bunch of money, kill 
everyone, and run away. 
The WP A is completely useless. 
The bear is adorable and then terrifying. He's just out for himselftoo. 
The people are disgusting, weak, spineless, and easily manipulated. 
The Czar is terrifying! Run away! 
Do I even see the MC? When I do, she's hot and funny. When I don't, she doesn't exist. 
5) How do you want to appear to them? What impression do you want to make? (this 
could vary scene by scene depending upon the plot). You may want to appear 
different to each one. How and why? 
I don't care how the fuck I appear to Mama Ubu. She knows me as I really am. 
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To King Wenceslaus especially, and secondarily to the people, I want to appear as a 
learned, intelligent, competent, elegant, noble, authoritative man. 
To the Paicontents, I want to appear better than them in every way throughout-I need to 
keep them in a place of inferiority to remain superior. I can do this most effectively by flaunting 
my far superior intelligence and command oflanguage. If! don't, they won't want to do what I 
want. 
In the beginning, I want to appear as a co-conspirator to Bordure---almost as a peer. 
When that gets out of hand in 1.5, I want to appear as a good leader. After that, I don't care how 
I appear-he's ready to be flushed down the toilet. 
I want to appear as a loveable guy to the audience. 
6) Rank in order importance: Sex, food, music, money, literature. 
Food, sex, money (as a means to food and sex), music when it is about how great I am, 
what the fuck is literature? 
7) Things you wish to forget? 
I constantly wish to forget my moments of cowardice in battle. 
8) Things you feel proud about? 
Everything I do is amazing. The things I say especially, such as my navigation orders, my 
beautiful speech after the bear's death, etc. are great fodder for pride. Also, I feel proud of how 
rich I am and how much power I have in the middle of the play because it means I can eat, drink, 
and have sex more. Also, I feel proud when people like me-such as during 2.6, when the people 
say "Long live Papa Ubu" for the first time because I'm giving them money. 
9) Things you feel guilty about? 
What the fuck is guilt? 
10) Secrets you've never told? 
I say pretty much everything that is on my mind. I have no secrets. 
11) Foods you love? Foods you hate? 
What the fuck are you talking about? Everything edible is loveable. Even shiit. 
12) What is your aesthetic? Taste in clothes? Furnishings? etc. 
I like moustaches and big hats--oh, yeah, I love big hats! I like tight-fitting clothes that 
show offmy bulk, but I'm not fussy about them looking good. I wear my Spiderman suit every 
day so people see me as a hero. It makes it easier to get what I want. I don't care about 
furnishings beyond that they are pleasurable and comfortable. The more expensive, the better. 
13) Do you like rooms you are in in the play? Why or why not? 
Everything is good except the theatre, which is a dump, and the cave, which is cold and 
empty and wet and unpleasant-but half the reason I'm upset in that scene is because I'm 
hungry. I like the palace because there is always lots of good food there. 
14) What do you tin/feel about the various objects you handle? 
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My shiit scepter and doll are practically extensions of myself. They hold so many good 
memories. The doll is fun to play with, and it's proofthat I really am a superhero. They made a 
doll after me! The shiit scepter smells and tastes delicious, and is extremely useful for tearing 
into people. 
15) What associations do your possessions have for you? 
I am only concerned with their utility with the exception of the doll, which becomes an 
extension of my own body, adding to my bulk and my sphere of influence. 
16) What is your attitude towards love and sex/life after death? 
Love is cheap-I don't think about it. I would betray Mama Ubujust like she does me. 
Sex is necessary, like pooping and eating. It is fun and pleasurable for me, and I want it when I 
want it. I don't think about life after death-my mind does not project that far into the future. 
Plus, I'm invincible! Except when I'm about to die, which is terribly sad! Thank God it usually 
doesn't stick. 
17) Are you religious? 
I take religion on as a final stab at having power in the society I'm in-my tum as a man 
of the cloth is utilitarian, like everything else I do. I do it because I expect it would exonerate me 
of my crimes and lead me towards more money, food, and sex (because who really follows that 
chastity law, anyway?). It's very useful, but I don't actually consider whether or not I believe it. 
It's just what people do and how they speak, which gets me started in prayer. 
18) How do you feel about suicide? 
Why would anyone kill themselves? Life is about survival. 
19) Game or sport that you play? 
It sometimes seems like I kill people for sport, but it's really so I can take whatever 
power they used to have. I don't play any games. 
20) Hobbies or pastimes that you have? 
I don't perform any actions that are not absolutely essential to fulfilling my needs in the 
moment. 
21) How do you feel about your name? 
Everything about me is great! Ubu is fun to say. Ubububu! 
22) What are your general fears: Boss, spouse, health, money, god, death? 
DEATH, hunger, pain, and other forms of physical unpleasantness. I am a God-fearing 
man insofar as I think that God could actually hurt my body or limit my fulfillment of my own 
immediate needs-this is why I am so afraid at points in the apparition scene. Until I see that 
God might be a wrathful god, I think that an archangel must be a benevolent presence. 
23) Have you killed or would you kill? Under what circumstances? 
I kill all the fucking time-to survive, to gain the power held by my victims, for food, for 
money, and because people are in my way and hindering my quest for food, sex, and money. 
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Notes on Improvisation (written after Dec 7 Dress Run) 
I'm realizing that the audience bits need pataphysical alienation to make them truly pleasurable! 
When I step aside from the character, I am a human on the audience's level-with no real 
exaggeration. I can react to myself as they would, and then they can understand to ally 
themselves with me. Hopefully, as they are leaving the theatre and telling people what the show 
is about, they will realize just how fucked up their alliance was. I have to constantly put myself 
in a place of interaction with them and also in their place of observation for them to trust me and 
love me. 
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To: Hana Worthen <hw2283@columbia.edu>, Sharon Fogarty <sfogarty@barnard.edu> 
Hi, Hana and Sharon, 
I was rereading the script just now, and I was struck by how relevant one particular line is to the American 
public conception of the economy in the "boom" stages of the financial crisis. On page 14 of the latest script, at 
the top of the page, the people say: "We never saw half as much gold during the reign of Wenceslaus. Long 
live Papa Ubu!" 
I am struck by how similar this moment is to both the American experience of the economic boom in the time 
leading up to 2008 and the following image in Zizek's speech at OccupyWaliStreet: "We all know the classic 
senes from cartoons. The cart reaches a precipice. But it goes on walking. Ignoring the fact that there is 
nothing beneath. Only when it looks down and notices it, it falls down." 
I have been sitting here asking myself, "Why does no citizen of Poland try to rebel against Ubu." I think we 
could throw it up to absurdist logic, but that would be a reduction of the powerful fact that in the entire country, 
although people vocally recognize that he is an idiot and a poor leader, the only people who try to put a stop to 
what he is doing are Buggerlaus, who has the primary motive of revenge and a sense of entitlement to the 
throne, and eventually Bordure, who also has the motive of revenge and only turns on Ubu when he is no longer 
in favor in the court. I was stumped as to why the people take no agency, and had even convinced myself that 
it is due to the monarchy (in place of a democracy that might encourage more vocality on the part of the 
citizens), until I saw this line--now it seems so clear to me. The people of Poland are just as money-obsessed 
and greedy as Ubu is, much like the situation in the US. The 99%, seeing a boom that they can benefit from, 
support the 1 % who present the that illusory boom. 
Two ideas arise from this, linking Ubu to the contemporary American experience of the depression. The first is 
that in both cases, the general public, or 99% was seduced uncritically by the illusory boom, causing them to 
actively or passively support a 1 % that may not have been making other good decisions or may have shown 
signs of being irresponsible. Also, this analogy demonstrates that, beyond the lack of critical attitude on the 
part of the 99% during the illusory boom, a 1 % that careens this blindly and uncritically over the metaphorical 
cliff is no smarter than Ubu, and will be no more successful. 
I am writing all this because I find that this moment goes by very quickly in the script, and I think it is an 
important one. If you agree, is there a way we can frame it as such? (I think perhaps this would be a good 
place to include contemporary allusions or images in the staging or in elaborations of the script.) 
Let me know what you think! Maybe I'm just getting excited about something that is already obvious, but I think 
the role of the public in relation to Ubu is very interesting and problematic in the light of OccupyWaliStreet. 
Have a good week. 
Jake 
Hana Worthen < hw2283@columbia.edu> 
To: Jacob Lasser <jacob.lasser@gmail.com> 
Cc: Sharon Fogarty <sfogarty@barnard.edu> 
Thu, Oct 13, 2011 at 9:43 AM 
12115/2011 4:47 PM 
Gmail - Ubu; a thought https:llmail.google.comimaill?ui=2&ik=e7a436facf&view=pt&q=han ... 
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Hi Jake, 
This is so interesting! I just opened my computer to see whether I have some crisis-emails to answer before I 
go on a trip and as I have to run, I cannot answer in detail now. But I printed it with me and will be working on 
it. I will be back on Sunday and I would love to come back to you then; Sharon is going away as well, so she 
might be in a similar situation as I am. 
But it is only a trip and I will certainly get back to you when I am back at my desk; this is something to really 
think about. Thank you very much for this, Hana 
Hana Worthen, Ph. D. 
Assistant Professor of Theatre and European Studies 
Department of Theatre 
Milbank Hall 
Barnard College, Columbia University 
3009 Broadway 
New York, NY 10027-6598 
Phone: + 1-51 0-813 9277 
[Quoted text hidden] 
Sharon Fogarty <sfogarty@barnard.edu> 
To: Jacob Lasser <jacob.lasser@gmail.com> 
Cc: Hana Worthen <hw2283@columbia.edu> 
Excellent poinUidea. Let's talk on Monday about how to illuminate the parallel. 
Besr, Sharon 
[Quoted text hidden] 
Jacob Lasser <jacob.lasser@gmail.com> 
To: Hana Worthen <hw2283@columbia.edu> 
Thanks, Hana! Have a great trip! 
Jake 
Thu, Oct 13, 2011 at 10:02 PM 
Thu, Oct 13, 2011 at 10:09 PM 
On Thu, Oct 13, 2011 at 9:43 AM, Hana Worthen <hw2283@columbia.edu> wrote: 
[Quoted text hidden] 
Jacob Lasser <jacob.lasser@gmail.com> 
To: Sharon Fogarty <sfogarty@barnard.edu> 
Sounds great! Have a good weekend, 
Jake 
[Quoted text hidden] 
Hana Worthen <hw2283@columbia.edu> 
To: Jacob Lasser <jacob.lasser@gmail.com> 
Cc: Sharon Fogarty <sfogarty11@gmail.com> 
Thu, Oct 13, 2011 at 10:10 PM 
Mon, Oct 17, 2011 at 9:36 AM 
12115/20114:47 PM 
Gmail - Ubu; a thought https:llmail.google.comlmaill?ui=2&ik=e7a436facf&view=pt&q=han ... 
30f3 
Dear Jake, 
Again, thank you very much. 
There is an important point you make, tracing the US crisis back, to the uncritical support of 99% of the 
American general public; I think this is a link omitted in the Occupy Wall Street manifesto and it is a link that 
opens an immediate relationship with our audience; these are exactly the links we are looking for, so that we 
can both laugh at ourselves and take a critical stance as well. 
As I understand it, tax rates on the wealthy have declined over the past forty years or so: they were higher in 
the 1960s (good economic times) than they are now. So the wealthy and the corporations have had strong 
influence on this aspect of government policy. However, it also seems that they have had the support of a wide 
section of the public: two terms of Reagan in the 1980s, one term of George HW Bush, and two of Dubya: 
since 1980, there have been 20 years of Republican presidencies; with 11 so far of Democrats. So you are 
right that these policies have seduced the public, or some large part of the public, as well. How do we take 
these ideas into the production? 
Your ideas are at the core of the play: could you, please, bring them up today at the rehearsal? For me, the 
paint above is exactly what we might want to work with. 
The "generic" greediness of the Poles: you are right it goes by very quickly in the script. Today, we will not 
read the script as we reserved the session for a discussion. Everyone will be bringing in research and ideas, 
but the things you bring up are too important and we will definitely work on them. If you would have any 
concrete suggestion (how to adjust a line in the script, for example), please share it with us, ok? 
Both Sharon and I are looking into the possible lines of the chorus and the MG, but we need to tighten up the 
Phynancial business, too. 
Many thanks and we will speak more today, Hana 
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